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Quantum computers promise dramatic advantages over their classical counterparts, but the an-
swer to the most basic question “What is the source of the power in quantum computing?” has
remained elusive. Here we prove a remarkable equivalence between the onset of contextuality and
the possibility of universal quantum computation via magic state distillation. This is a conceptually
satisfying link because contextuality provides one of the fundamental characterizations of uniquely
quantum phenomena and, moreover, magic state distillation is the leading model for experimentally
realizing fault-tolerant quantum computation. Furthermore, this connection suggests a unifying
paradigm for the resources of quantum information: the nonlocality of quantum theory is a partic-
ular kind of contextuality and nonlocality is already known to be a critical resource for achieving
advantages with quantum communication. In addition to clarifying these fundamental issues, this
work advances the resource framework for quantum computation, which has a number of practical
applications, such as characterizing the efficiency and trade-offs between distinct theoretical and
experimental schemes for achieving robust quantum computation and bounding the overhead cost
for the classical simulation of quantum algorithms.
Quantum information enables dramatic new ad-
vantages for computation, such as Shor’s factoring
algorithm1 and quantum simulation algorithms2. This
naturally raises the fundamental question: what unique
resources of the quantum world enable the advantages of
quantum information? There have been many attempts
to answer this question, with proposals including the hy-
pothetical “quantum parallelism”3 some associate with
quantum superposition, the necessity of large amounts of
entanglement4, and much ado about quantum discord5.
Unfortunately none of these proposals have proven sat-
isfactory6–9, and, in particular, none have helped resolve
outstanding challenges confronting the field. For exam-
ple, on the theoretical side, the most general classes of
problems for which quantum algorithms might offer an
exponential speed-up over classical algorithms are poorly
understood. On the experimental side, there remain sig-
nificant challenges to designing robust, large-scale quan-
tum computers, and an important open problem is to
determine the minimal physical requirements of a use-
ful quantum computer10,11. A framework identifying rel-
evant resources for quantum computation should help
clarify these issues, for example, by identifying new sim-
ulation schemes for classes of quantum algorithms and
by clarifying the trade-offs between the distinct physi-
cal requirements for achieving robust quantum compu-
tation. Here we establish that quantum contextuality,
a generalization of nonlocality identified by Bell14 and
Kochen-Specker15 almost 50 years ago, is a critical re-
source for quantum speed-up within the leading model
for fault-tolerant quantum computation, known as magic
state distillation (MSD)16–18.
Contextuality was first recognized as an intrinsic fea-
ture of quantum theory via the Bell-Kochen-Specker “no-
go” theorem. This theorem implies the impossibility of
explaining the statistical predictions of quantum theory
in a natural way. In particular, the actual outcome ob-
served under a quantum measurement cannot be under-
stood as simply revealing a pre-existing value of some un-
derlying “hidden variable”19. A key observation is that
the non-locality of quantum theory is a special case of
contextuality. Under the locality restrictions motivat-
ing quantum communication, nonlocality is a quantifiable
cost for classical simulation complexity20 and a funda-
mental resource for practical applications such as device-
independent quantum key distribution21–23. Locality re-
strictions can be made relevant to measurement-based
quantum computation11, for which nonlocality quanti-
fies the resources required to evaluate nonlinear func-
tions12,13. However, locality restrictions are not relevant
in the standard quantum circuit model for quantum com-
putation, and, in this context, a large amount of entan-
glement has been shown to be neither necessary nor suf-
ficient for an exponential computational speed-up9.
Here we consider the framework of fault-tolerant (FT)
stabilizer quantum computation (QC)24 which provides
the most promising route to achieving robust universal
quantum computation thanks to the discovery of high-
threshold codes in 2D geometries26–28 (or see, e.g., a
review article29). In this framework, only a subset of
quantum operations—namely, stabilizer operations—can
be achieved via a fault-tolerant encoding. These opera-
tions define a closed subtheory of quantum theory, the
stabilizer subtheory, which is not universal and in fact
admits an efficient classical simulation30. The stabilizer
subtheory can be promoted to universal QC through a
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2process known as magic state distillation16–18 which relies
on a large number of ancillary resource states. Here we
show that quantum contextuality plays a critical role in
characterizing the suitability of quantum states for magic
state distillation. Our approach builds on the recent work
of Cabello, Severini and Winter (CSW)31,32 that has es-
tablished a remarkable connection between contextuality
and graph-theory. We use the CSW framework to iden-
tify noncontextuality inequalities such that the onset of
state-dependent contextuality, using stabilizer measure-
ments, coincides exactly with the possibility of univer-
sal quantum computing via magic state distillation. The
scope of our results differs depending on whether we con-
sider a model of computation using systems of even prime
dimension (i.e. qubits) or odd prime dimension (i.e. qu-
dits). Whereas in both cases we can prove that violating
a non-contextuality inequality is necessary for quantum-
computational speed-up via MSD, in the qudit case we
are able to prove that a state violates a noncontextual-
ity inequality if and only if it lies outside of the known
boundary for MSD.
Graph-based contextuality.— Interpreting mea-
surements on a quantum state as merely revealing a pre-
existing property of the system leads to disagreement
with the predictions of quantum theory. In quantum
mechanics, a projective measurement can be decomposed
as a set of binary tests. Contradictions with models us-
ing pre-existing value assignments can arise when these
tests appear in multiple measurement scenarios – i.e.,
in multiple contexts. In other words, we cannot always
assign a definite value to tests appearing in multiple con-
texts and consequently quantum mechanics cannot be
described by a noncontextual hidden variable (NCHV)
theory. The earliest demonstrations of quantum contex-
tuality used sets of tests such that no NCHV model could
reproduce the quantum predictions, regardless of what
quantum state was actually measured. Recently, a more
general framework has been derived in which a given set
of tests can be considered to have noncontextual value
assignments only if the measured state satisfies a noncon-
textuality inequality31. We briefly review this framework
below.
Consider a set of n binary tests, which can be repre-
sented in quantum mechanics by a set of n rank-1 projec-
tors {Π1, . . . ,Πn}. Two such tests are compatible, and so
can be simultaneously performed on a quantum system,
if and only if the projectors are orthogonal. We define
the witness operator Σ for a set of tests to be
Σ =
n∑
i=1
Πi, (1)
and the associated exclusivity graph Γ to be a graph
wherein each vertex corresponds to a projector and two
vertices are adjacent (connected) if the corresponding
projectors are compatible. Only one outcome can occur
when a measurement of a set of orthogonal projectors is
performed, so we require that a value of 1 will be assigned
to at most one projector in each measurement. Since two
vertices of Γ are adjacent if and only if the correspond-
ing projectors are compatible, the maximum value of Σ
in an NCHV model, 〈Σ〉NCHVmax , is the independence num-
ber α(Γ), i.e., the size of the largest set of vertices of Γ
such that no two elements of the set are adjacent.
The maximum quantum mechanical value of Σ can be
obtained by varying over projectors satisfying the appro-
priate compatibility relations and over quantum states.
This quantity is bound above by the Lovasz ϑ number of
the exclusivity graph i.e.,
〈Σ〉QMmax ≤ ϑ(Γ), (2)
where ϑ can be calculated as the solution to a semi-
definite program. Graphs for which α(Γ) < ϑ(Γ) indicate
that appropriately chosen projectors {Πi} and states ρ
may reveal quantum contextuality by violating the non-
contextuality inequality
Tr(Σρ) ≤ α(Γ) . (3)
For generalized probabilistic theories (GPT), an impor-
tant class of “post-quantum” theories, the maximum
value of Σ is given by the fractional packing number of
the exclusivity graph α∗(Γ) i.e.,
〈Σ〉GPTmax = α∗(Γ). (4)
Note that if α(Γ) < 〈Σ〉QMmax = α∗(Γ), then the optimal
choice of quantum state and projectors is maximally con-
textual, in that no greater violation of the noncontextu-
ality inequality can be obtained in any GPT.
The stabilizer formalism.— Quantum information
theory relies heavily on a family of finite groups usu-
ally called the (generalized) Pauli groups. The most
promising and well understood quantum error correct-
ing codes—stabilizer codes—are built using the elements
of these groups, i.e., Pauli operators. Two-level quantum
systems—qubits—are the most commonly used building
blocks for quantum computing, but a circuit using d-level
systems—qudits—has the same computational power.
While qudits with larger values of d may pose new exper-
imental challenges, these may be offset by a lower over-
head for fault-tolerant computation18. In this subsection
we outline the mathematical structure associated with
the generalized Pauli group and the geometrical charac-
terization of probabilistic mixtures of stabilizer states.
The stabilizer formalism for p-dimensonal systems (p
a prime number) is defined using the generalized X and
Z operators
X|j〉 = |j + 1〉 Z|j〉 = ωj |j〉 , (5)
where ω = exp( 2piip ). The set of Weyl-Heisenberg dis-
placement operators is defined as
Dp = {Dx,z = ω2−1xzXxZz : x, z ∈ Zp} , (6)
3where 2−1 is the multiplicative inverse of 2 in the finite
field Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. For p = 2, one can replace
ω−2
−1
with i in Eq. (6) to recover the familiar qubit Pauli
operators. The Clifford group Cp,n is defined to be the
normalizer of the group 〈D⊗np 〉 (i.e., the group generated
by the set of displacement operators), that is,
Cp,n = {U ∈ U(dn) : U〈D⊗np 〉U† = 〈D⊗np 〉} , (7)
and the set of stabilizer states is the image of the com-
putational basis under the Clifford group Cp,n.
The stabilizer polytope is the convex hull of the set
of stabilizer states. For a single system, the stabilizer
polytope36 is defined by the following set of simultaneous
inequalities
PSTAB =
{
ρ : Tr(ρAq) ≥ 0, q ∈ Zp+1p
}
(8)
where Aq = −Ip+
∑p+1
j=1 Π
qj
j and Π
qj
j is the projector onto
the eigenvector with eigenvalue ωqj of the jth operator in
the list {D0,1, D1,0, D1,1, . . . , D1,p−1} [the eigenbases of
these operators form a complete set of mutually unbiased
bases (MUBs)].
Magic state distillation.—The stabilizer formalism
of the previous subsection was developed in the search for
quantum error-correcting codes, i.e., codes allowing the
robust, fault-tolerant storage and manipulation of quan-
tum information stored across many subsystems17,24.
Surface codes25–29, in particular, admit a comparatively
high fault-tolerance threshold within an experimentally
realistic planar physical layout. Codes such as these
have a finite non-universal set of transversal (i.e., man-
ifestly fault-tolerant) operations that must be supple-
mented with an additional resource – a supply of so-called
magic states – in order to attain universality. Magic state
distillation (MSD) refers to the subroutine, described be-
low, wherein almost pure resource states are constructed
using large numbers of impure resource states16–18.
An MSD protocol consists of the following steps: (i)
Prepare n copies of a suitable (see later) input state, i.e.,
ρ⊗nin (ii) Perform a Clifford operation on ρ
⊗n
in (iii) Perform
a stabilizer measurement on all but the first m registers,
postselecting on a desired outcome. With appropriate
choices of stabilizer operations, the resulting output state
in the first m registers, ρ⊗mout , is purified in the direction
of a magic state |ν〉, so that 〈ν|ρout|ν〉 > 〈ν|ρin|ν〉. This
process can be reiterated until ρout is sufficiently pure, at
which point the resource ρout is used up to approximate
a non-Clifford operation (via “state injection”), e.g., the
pi/8 gate or its qudit generalizations18,33. Supplement-
ing stabilizer operations with the ability to perform such
gates enables fault-tolerant and universal QC.
For which states ρin does there exist an MSD routine
purifying ρout towards a non-stabilizer state? A large
subset of quantum states have been ruled out by virtue
of the fact that efficient classical simulation schemes are
known for noiseless stabilizer circuits supplemented by
Q
PSIM
PSTAB
FIG. 1. A 2-dimensional slice through qutrit state
space. Three distinct regions in the space of Hermitean op-
erators: Region Q, shaded in pale green, describing quantum
state space (density operators), region PSIM, with hatched
shading, corresponding to ancillas known to be efficiently
simulable (and hence useless for quantum computation via
Magic State Distillation) and the dark red region PSTAB
describing mixtures of stabilizer states; the strict inclusion
PSTAB ⊂ Q⋂PSIM identifies a large class of bound magic
states34.
access to an arbitrary number of states from the polytope
ρin ∈ PSIM 30,34,35. This polytope PSIM of the known
simulable states is prescribed by36,37
PSIM =
{{
ρ : Tr(ρAr) ≥ 0, r ∈ Z32
}
p = 2,{
ρ : Tr(ρAxa+zb) ≥ 0, x, z ∈ Zp
}
p > 2
(9)
where a = [1, 0, 1, . . . , p − 1] and b = −[0, 1, 1, . . . , 1]38.
Note that PSIM = PSTAB for qubits (giving an octahe-
dron inscribed within the Bloch sphere) whereas PSIM ⊃
PSTAB is a proper superset for all other primes. Subse-
quently we refer to the set of facets enclosing PSIM as
ASIM = {Ar|p = 2 : r ∈ Z32, p 6= 2 : r = xa + zb} . (10)
In Fig. 1 we plot the geometric relationship between arbi-
trary quantum states, and sets of states contained within
PSIM and PSTAB for the case of qutrits (p = 3).
By prior results34,39, we know that the set of states
PSIM coincides exactly with the set of states that
are nonnegatively represented within a distinguished
quasiprobability representation—a discrete Wigner func-
tion (DWF)40–42. Are the states in the set PSIM, the set
excluded from MSD by the known efficient simulation
schemes, the complete set of non-distillable states? We
now address this fundamental question by demonstrat-
ing a remarkable relationship between non-distillability,
non-negativity and non-contextuality.
Contextuality as a computational resource—
We will prove that all states ρ /∈ PSIM exhibit state-
4dependent contextuality with respect to stabilizer mea-
surements. Our definition of stabilizer measurement is
quite inclusive; we allow all projective measurements
wherein elements are rank-1 projectors onto stabilizer
states. Rearranging the definition of Ar given in Eq. (8)
gives
p+1∑
j=1
∑
sj∈Zp
sj 6=rj
Π
sj
j = pIp −Ar , (11)
that is, the set of projectors {Πsj 6=rjj } is a set of projectors
whose sum, Σr, is such that
Tr(Σrρ) > p⇔ Tr(Arρ) < 0. (12)
The left hand side of this equivalence is a witness for con-
textuality if and only if the independence number of the
associated graph Γr satisfies α(Γr) = p as in Eq. (3). In
fact, this simple construction fails to identify any quan-
tum states as contextual because Tr(Σρ) ≤ α(Γr) for
all ρ. This is not surprising given that every single-qudit
stabilizer projector is part of exactly one context, namely
the basis (one of the complete set of MUBs) in which it
is contained.
Stabilizer projectors appear in multiple contexts only
when two or more subsystems are involved. Conse-
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FIG. 2. Our construction applied to 2 qubits. Each
of the 30 vertices in this graph Γ corresponds to a 2-qubit
stabilizer state; connected vertices correspond to orthogonal
states. A maximum independent set (representing mutually
non-orthogonal states) of size α(Γ) = 8 is highlighted in red.
As described in Thm. 1, this value of α identifies all states ρ /∈
PSIM as exhibiting contextuality with respect to the stabilizer
measurements in our construction.
quently, we introduce two-qudit stabilizer projectors such
that the structure of Ar as in Eq. (11) is reflected on the
first qudit only. We can limit consideration to two-qudit
projectors since this approach characterizes as contextual
all single-qudit states that do not have an NCHV model
via the discrete Wigner function, i.e., we find two-qudit
projectors are sufficient to achieve the best possible re-
sult.
Our construction uses a different set of projectors for
each facet Ar. For a fixed facet Ar, we define a set of
separable projectors
{Π}rsep = {Πsj 6=rjj ⊗ |k〉〈k| : 1 ≤ j ≤ p+ 1, sj , k ∈ Zp}
(13)
that is, we take the p(p2−1) separable projectors consist-
ing of all tensor products of projectors in Eq. (11) for the
first qudit and computational basis states for the second
qudit. We also define the set {Π}ent to be the set of all
two-qudit entangled projectors.
The sum of the combined set of separable and entan-
gled projectors {Π}r = {Π}rsep ∪ {Π}ent is
Σr = (p3Ip −Ar)⊗ Ip (14)
so that for any state σ ∈ Hp of the second system (even
the maximally mixed state) we have
Tr [Σr (ρ⊗ σ)] ≤ p3 ⇐⇒ Tr [Arρ] ≥ 0. (15)
Forming the exclusivity graph Γr of {Π}r and applying
the results of CSW identifies the left hand side of Eq. (15)
as a witness for the contextuality of ρ. The following
theorem shows that the inequality on the left-hand-side
of Eq. (15) is indeed a noncontextuality inequality.
Theorem 1. The independence number of the exclusivity
graph associated with Σr is α(Γr) = p3 for all Ar ∈ ASIM
and all prime p ≥ 2. Furthermore, for p > 2, a state ex-
hibits contextuality if and only if it violates one of our
noncontextuality inequalities and maximally contextual
states saturate the bound on contextuality associated with
post-quantum generalized probabilistic theories i.e.,
〈Σr〉2−quditmax = ϑ(Γr) = α∗(Γr) = p3 + 1 (p > 2). (16)
Theorem 1 says that, relative to our construction, ex-
actly the states ρ /∈ PSIM are those that exhibit contextu-
ality. For qudits of odd prime dimension there does not
exist any construction using stabilizer measurements that
characterizes any ρ ∈ PSIM as contextual, so that the con-
ditions for contextuality and the possibility of quantum
speed-up via magic state distillation coincide exactly.
Proof. For p = 2, a software package43 can be used to
obtain
α(Γr) = 8 < ϑ(Γr) < α∗(Γr) ≤ 9 .
5The exclusivity graph Γr and an independent set of 8
vertices is depicted in Fig. 2. The maximal violation of
our noncontextuality inequality is achieved by the state
|T 〉〈T | ⊗ σ, where |T 〉 is the magic state introduced in16
and σ is arbitrary.
For p > 2, we will now show that ϑ(Γr) = α∗(Γr) =
p3+1. To do this, we use the graph theoretical inequality
α(Γ) ≤ 〈Σ〉QMmax ≤ ϑ(Γ) ≤ α∗(Γ) ≤ χ¯(Γ), (17)
where χ¯(Γ) ∈ N is the clique cover number, which is the
minimum number of cliques needed to cover every vertex
of Γ. The clique cover number cannot be greater than the
number of distinct bases in {Π}r, which contains p + 1
separable bases and p3 − p entangled bases. Therefore
ϑ(Γ) ≤ α∗(Γ) ≤ p3 + 1. Then, since there exist40 quan-
tum states ρ such that Tr(Arρ) = −1, 〈Σr〉QMmax ≥ p3 + 1
by Eq. (15) and so ϑ(Γr) = α∗(Γr) = p3 + 1.
The statement that no noncontextuality inequality
constructed from stabilizer measurements can be violated
by any state ρ ∈ PSIM for odd prime dimensions follows
from the existence of a NCHV model, namely, the dis-
crete Wigner function34,40–42, for all stabilizer measure-
ments and states ρ ∈ PSIM.
We defer the proof that α(Γr) = p3 to the supplemen-
tary material.
Significance and outlook.— For qudits of odd
prime dimension (hereafter referred to simply as qu-
dits), a state is non-contextual under the available set
of measurements—stabilizer measurements—if and only
if it lies in the polytope PSIM (the set of ancilla states
known to be useless for any magic state distillation rou-
tine). The same construction applied to qubits also iden-
tifies all ρ 6∈ PSIM as contextual. These results establish
that contextuality is a necessary resource for universal
quantum computation via MSD.
For qudits, the set of states proven to be contextual by
our construction have been previously conjectured to be
sufficient44 to promote stabilizer circuits to universality.
Proving this conjecture would require proving that any
state ρ /∈ PSIM can be distilled to a magic state. While
substantial progress in this direction has been made18, it
is still an open problem.
For qubits, the mere presence of contextuality cannot
be sufficient to promote stabilizer circuits to universality
since any state ρ ∈ PSIM (which includes the maximally
mixed state) can violate a noncontextuality inequality
constructed from stabilizer measurements. For example,
converting the Peres-Mermin magic square45,46 to a 24-
ray (projector) proof of contextuality and applying the
CSW formalism gives a noncontextuality inequality that
is violated by all two-qubit states including states of the
form ρ⊗ σ = I/4.
The crucial difference between qubits and qudits is that
state-independent contextuality (like that of the Peres-
Mermin square) is never manifested within the qudit
stabilizer formalism. Consequently, for qudits, any con-
textuality is necessarily state-dependent and our results
show that this contextuality has an operational meaning
as necessary and possibly sufficient for the “magic” that
makes quantum computers tick. In the qubit case, it is a
pressing open question whether a suitable operationally-
motivated refinement47,48 or quantification of contextual-
ity can align more precisely with the potential to provide
a quantum speed-up.
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Supplementary Information: Contextuality
supplies the magic for quantum computation
Here we prove that, for odd-prime p, the independence
number of Γr is p3. Recall that the independence number
of a graph Γ is the size of the largest independent set of
Γ, where an independent set is a set of vertices of which
no two are connected. Since two vertices are connected
if and only if the associated projectors commute, an in-
dependent set in Γr is equivalent to a set of mutually
noncommuting projectors in {Π}r. Since the elements of
{Π}r are all rank 1, two elements are noncommuting if
and only if they are nonorthogonal.
We prove α(Γr) = p3 by proving α(Γr) ≥ p3 and
α(Γr) < p3 + 1. This completes the proof since α(Γr)
is an integer. In Theorem 2 we show that α(Γr) ≥ p3 by
showing that there exists a set of p3 mutually nonorthog-
onal elements of {Π}r for any Ar ∈ Asim. In Lemmas 3–5
we parametrize the set of stabilizer projectors using the
symplectic representation of the Clifford group in order
to transform a condition of mutual nonorthogonality of
projectors into a set of algebraic constraints on param-
eters. In Theorem 6 we then show that α(Γr) < p3 + 1
by showing that no subset of p3 + 1 elements of {Π}r
can satisfy the constraints established in Lemmas 3–5,
that is, there cannot exist a subset of p3 + 1 mutually
nonorthogonal elements of {Π}r.
Theorem 2. For any Ar ∈ Asim, the independence num-
ber of the exclusivity graph Γr satisfies α(Γr) ≥ p3.
Proof. To prove α(Γr) ≥ p3, it is sufficient to show that
there exists a set of p3 mutually nonorthogonal elements
of {Π}r. We accomplish this using the phase-space for-
malism for stabilizer projectors34,40.
The phase-space formalism maps stabilizer projectors
to value assignments over a phase space Z4p. For two
qudits, the map is given by the discrete Wigner function
WΠ(u,v) = Tr(ΠA
u ⊗Av) (18)
where Au, Av ∈ Asim. The discrete Wigner function
takes on the values {0, 1} for stabilizer projectors40. Note
that the above map is noncontextual since it depends
only upon Π and not upon which other projector is mea-
sured. Since
Tr(ΠΠ′) = p−1
∑
u,v
WΠ′(u,v)WΠ(u,v) ∀Π,Π′ , (19)
the set of projectors that assign the value 1 to a point
(u,v) in phase space are mutually nonorthogonal.
By the linearity of the trace, the number of elements
of {Π}r that assign the value 1 to (u,v) is∑
Π∈{Π}r
WΠ(u,v) =
∑
Π∈{Π}r
Tr(ΠAu ⊗Av)
= Tr
[( ∑
Π∈{Π}r
Π
)
Au ⊗Av
]
= Tr
[
ΣrAu ⊗Av
]
= Tr
[[
(p3Ip −Ar)⊗ Ip
]
Au ⊗Av
]
= p3 − δ(r− u) , (20)
where the last line follows from TrAu = 1 and
Tr(ArAu) = δr,u. Therefore for any u 6= r, exactly p3
elements of Π ∈ {Π}r assign the value 1 to (u,v) for any
v and so are mutually nonorthogonal.
To prove that for any Ar ∈ Asim, any set of p3 + 1
mutually nonorthogonal stabilizer projectors necessarily
contains elements outside of {Π}r, we will parametrize
the set of stabilizer projectors in order to transform a
condition of mutual nonorthogonality into a set of alge-
braic constraints on parameters.
The specific parametrization we use is the symplec-
tic representation of the Clifford group38. In this
parametrization, Clifford elements are written as
C = Dx,zUF , (21)
where Dx,z is as defined in Eq. (6) of the main text and
F =
(
α β
γ 
)
(22)
is an element of the symplectic group SL(2,Zp), that is,
the entries of F are elements of Zp and detF = 1, and
UF =
{
1√
p
∑p−1
j,k=0 τ
β−1(αk2−2jk+j2)|j〉〈k| β 6= 0∑p−1
k=0 τ
αγk2 |αk〉〈k| β = 0
(23)
where τ = ω2
−1
.
In what follows, we will treat the Pauli and the sym-
plectic components separately. For Pauli operators we
have D†x,z ∝ D−x,−z, while for symplectic gates U†F =
UF−1 . We then have
UFDx,zU
†
F = DF (x,z) . (24)
8An important feature of the two-qudit Clifford group that
enables the following proof is that the set of two-qudit
entangled stabilizer states is exactly the set
|x, z, F 〉 := (Dx,zUF ⊗ I)|Φ〉 (|Φ〉 =
∑
j
|jj〉/√p)
(25)
of states Jamio lkowski isomorphic to the single-qudit
Clifford group. Moreover, F labels an orthonormal en-
tangled basis, while the Pauli component selects an ele-
ment of the basis49.
The following Lemma, proven elsewhere49, provides
conditions for two entangled states to be non-orthogonal.
Lemma 3. Two entangled stabilizer states |x1, z1, F1〉
and |x2, z2, F2〉 are non-orthogonal if and only if TrF = 2
and
βF∆z = (1− αF )∆x (βF 6= 0)
∆x = 0 (βF = 0) (26)
where
F = F−11 F2 =
(
αF βF
γF F
)
(27)
and (
∆x
∆z
)
= F−11
(
x2 − x1
z2 − z1
)
. (28)
To determine when entangled and product stabi-
lizer states are nonorthogonal, we define the group of
computational-basis-preserving gates contained within
SL(2,Zp) to be
BP :=
{
Cα,γ =
(
α 0
γ α−1
)
: α ∈ Z∗p, γ ∈ Zp
}
, (29)
where Z∗p = {1, . . . , p − 1}. The left cosets of BP , i.e.,
the sets {FCα,γ : Cα,γ ∈ BP} for F ∈ SL(2,Zp), will be
useful for our analysis. In particular, as we show in the
following Lemma, the left coset representatives of BP ,
which we choose to be
Fb =
(
1 b
0 1
)
(b 6=∞) (30)
F∞ =
(
2 1
−1 0
)
, (31)
can be used to label the single qudit MUBs. Moreover,
while this labeling differs from that of the main text, we
show that it preserves the +1 eigenstates.
Lemma 4. The left cosets of BP map the computational
basis to the different mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) for
a single qudit. Furthermore,
|φ01〉 = UF0 |0〉
|φ0b+1〉 = UFb−1 |0〉 (b 6= 0, p)
|φ02〉 = UF∞ |0〉 , (32)
where |φ0j 〉〈φ0j | = Π0j is the labeling of stabilizer states in
the main text.
Proof. To prove the first statement, note that each ele-
ment of a left coset maps the computational basis to the
same basis, since for any F, F ′ in a left coset of BP we
can write F ′ = FCα,γ for some α, γ (by definition of a
left coset). Therefore
|〈k|U †FUF ′ |l〉| = |〈k|UCα,γ |l〉| = δ(k − αl) . (33)
Since there are p+1 MUBs for a qudit of dimension p and
p+ 1 left cosets of BP (since |SL(2,Zp)|/|BP | = p+ 1),
they must be in one-to-one correspondence.
The first line of Eq. (32) is trivial since F0 = I. To
establish the second line, note that |φ0b〉 is the unique
state such that D1,b−1|φ0b〉 = |φ0b〉 for b = 1, . . . , p + 1.
Substituting UFb−1 |0〉 for |φ0b〉, we have
D1,bUFb−1 |0〉 = UFb−1U
†
Fb−1
D1,bUFb−1 |0〉
= UFb−1DF−1
b−11,b
|0〉
= UFb−1D0,b|0〉
= UFb−1 |0〉 , (34)
and so UFb−1 |0〉 = |φ0b〉. The same argument shows that
|φ02〉 = F∞|0〉.
Lemma 5. The set of entangled states that are not mutu-
ally unbiased with respect to a separable basis (UFb |k〉)|l〉
is the set of entangled bases that are Jamio lkowski iso-
morphic to the left coset of BP containing Fb.
Moreover, for entangled bases that are non-mutually
unbiased to a given separable basis,
|〈k|U†Fb〈l|x, z, FbCα,γ〉|2 =

1
p if x− bz = k − αl and b 6=∞
1
p if z = k − αl and b =∞
0 otherwise,
(35)
for all b ∈ Zp,∞ := Zp ∪ {∞}, k, l ∈ Zp and Cα,γ ∈ BP .
Proof. To prove the first statement, consider the inner
product
|(〈k|U†Fb)〈l||x, z, F 〉|2 = p−1|〈k|U
†
Fb
Dx,zUF |l〉|2
= p−1|〈k|DF−1b x,zUF−1b F |l〉|
2 (36)
for some fixed F . By Eq. (23) the above inner product
will be p−2 unless F−1b F = Cα,γ for some α, γ.
The second statement can be proven by straightfor-
ward calculation.
Lemmas 3 and 5 establish the algebraic constraints
within our parametrization that nonorthogonal projec-
tors must satisfy, while Lemma 4 enables us to translate
results from the parametrization used here to that of the
9main text. We now show how the algebraic constraints
of Lemmas 3 and 5 can be used to show that for any
Ar ∈ Asim, any set of p3 + 1 mutually nonorthogonal
stabilizer projectors necessarily contains elements that
are not in {Π}r. Consequently, α(Γr) < p3 + 1 for any
Ar ∈ Asim.
Theorem 6. For any Ar ∈ Asim, the independence num-
ber of the exclusivity graph Γr satisfies α(Γr) < p3 + 1.
Proof. Let Ar ∈ Asim and assume, for the purpose of
obtaining a contradiction, that there exists a set I of
p3 + 1 mutually nonorthogonal elements of {Π}r. Since
{Π}r contains elements from p3 + 1 orthonormal bases,
such a set must contain one element from each basis.
Therefore we can parametrize I = Isep ∪ Ient by
Isep = {(UFb ⊗ 1)|kblb〉 : b ∈ Zp,∞}
Ient = {|xbα,γ , zbα,γ , FbCα,γ〉 : b ∈ Zp,∞} (37)
for some choice of {kb, lb, xbα,γ , zbα,γ : b ∈ Zp,∞, α ∈
Z∗p, γ ∈ Zp}. In order for Isep to be a set of mutually
nonorthogonal states, lb =: l for all b. Note that we
abuse notation slightly by referring to I as a set of pure
states rather than the corresponding projectors.
Without loss of generality we set r = 0 since any
Ar ∈ ASIM can be written as Dx,zA0D†x,z for some x
and z 40 and applying a unitary to {Π}r does not change
the exclusivity graph (since orthogonality is preserved by
unitaries).
Therefore to prove that I can be contained in {Π}r for
any Ar ∈ Asim, it is sufficient to prove that kb = 0 for
some b, since the corresponding projector is not in {Π}0
by Lemma 4. We will prove this by iteratively using the
constraints from Lemmas 3 and 5.
By Lemma 3, requiring
〈x0α,γ , z0α,γ , Cα,γ |xbα,γ , zbα,γ , FbCα,γ〉 6= 0 (38)
is equivalent to requiring
zbα,γ = z
0
α,γ ∀α, γ (b 6=∞)
x∞α,γ = x
0
α,γ + z
0
α,γ − z∞α,γ ∀α, γ (b =∞) , (39)
where we have used
C−1α,γFbCα,γ =

(
1 + α−1γb α−2b
−γ2b 1− α−1γb
)
(b 6=∞)(
2 + α−1γ α−2
−(α+ γ)2 −α−1γ
)
(b =∞).
(40)
We now consider the requirement that the sets Isep and
Ient are pairwise mutually nonorthogonal. By Eq. (35),
〈kblb|(U†Fb ⊗ 1)|xbα,γ , z0α,γ , FbCα,γ〉 6= 0 (41)
is equivalent to
xbα,γ = bz
0
α,γ + kb − lα ∀α, γ (b 6=∞)
z∞α,γ = lα− k∞ =: z∞α ∀α, γ (b =∞) , (42)
which completely characterizes the restrictions on Ient
such that it contains no elements orthogonal to any ele-
ment of a fixed Isep.
This then completely specifies every parameter except
z0α,γ and {kb : b ∈ Zp,∞}. To specify the remaining
parameters, we will have to impose further constraints
on the elements of Ient to ensure Ient contains no pairs of
mutually orthogonal elements.
To do this, note that for all b ∈ Zp and c ∈ Z∗p, FbFc =
Fb+c and TrFcC2,−(2c)−1 = 2. Therefore, by Lemma 3,
〈xb1,γ , z01,γ , FbC1,γ |xb+c2,γ′ , z02,γ′ , Fb+cC2,γ′〉 6= 0 , (43)
where γ′ = 2−1γ − (2c)−1, is equivalent to
kb+c − kb = l − c(2z02,γ′ − z01,γ) (44)
for all b, γ ∈ Zp and c ∈ Z∗p, where we have used Eq. (39)
and (42). If the right-hand-side of Eq. (44) is nonzero
for any value of c or γ, then {kb : b ∈ Zp} ≡ Zp and so
kb′ = 0 for some value of b
′, which would complete the
proof.
Therefore the only way I ⊂ {Π}0 is if the right-hand-
side of Eq. (44) is zero for all c ∈ Z∗p and γ, which implies
kb = k 6= 0 for all b ∈ Zp and
l = c(2z02,γ′ − z01,γ) ∀c 6= 0, γ . (45)
This can be solved to obtain
z01,γ = z
0
1,0 − γl
z02,γ = z
0
2,0 − γl (46)
We now consider the case where b = ∞ in Eq. (43),
which implies that
〈x∞1,0, z∞1 , F∞|xc2,γ′ , z02,γ′ , FcC2,γ′〉 6= 0 , (47)
for c 6= −2 where γ′ = 2−1c− 1 is equivalent to
(c− 1)k∞ = 2z02,0 − z01,0 , (48)
which can only hold independently of c if k∞ = 0.
